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NEWSLETTER
SCPA donates drones for TLPD Elbasan and organizes training of users.

Covering July 2021

MAIN
ACTIVITIES:
 SCPA donates drones for

TLPD Elbasan and organizes
training of users.

 Ongoing meetings at Police

commissariats of Northern
region LPDs.
On July 9, 2021, the SCPA Program part of the territory control team)
donated 4 drones for TLPD Elbasan.
thus not performing community policing tasks.
This set of equipments is destined for
the commissariats’ police officers This would continue until October.
who are part of the territory control Territory control on foot is very diffigroup for narcotic plants.
cult especially in remote and mountainous areas.
The occasional ceremony organized in
the premises of TLPD Elbasan, was The LPD manager and the public orattended by the Director and Deputy der department at ASP HQ have been
Directors of TLPD Elbasan, the head constantly requesting assistance for
of the logistics section, the head of the purchase of 4 drones to control
the information technology section the area at distance. With drones
and the staff of police station that will available, the CPOs will support the
use the drones. SCPA was represent- territory control team only with data
ed by the International Police Advi- and info. At the same time, the SCPA
sor, Local Expert and Program Coordi- Program organized the training of
nator.
police officers who will use the
drones during territory control operaAs planned, the programme has been
tions. The 2 -days training was orgamaking visits to the commissariats of
nized in an open space to match to
TLPD Elbasan on the implementation
the utmost the practical reality. Trainof the changes regarding the tasks to
ing was delivered in cooperation with
be performed by the CPOs and PPOs.
the seller company’s expert and inIt was noticed that since April the volved theoretical and practical trainCPOs of rural areas were mostly ing on the use of drones. .
tasked with territory control (being
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Ongoing meetings at Police commissariats of Northern region

In early July, the General Directorate of State Police made several
reorganizations at the central and
local level. This was made in the
framework of the organization restructuring to increase the striking
force and security parameters in
the country. In order to introduce
the newly appointed directors and
update them with the activities carried out so far, on July 14-15, 2021,
the SCPA expert team held
meetings in LPD Lezha and Kukes.
The first meetings were held with
the newly appointed director of LPD
Lezhe, Mr. Lorenc Shehu and the
director of LPD Kukës, Mr. Hamdi
Fjore. In these meetings were also
present the respective Deputy Directors for Public Safety of LPD
Lezha and Kukës who also have the
attributes of head of Change Management Project WG. After presenting an overview of the work
done so far, the SCPA Team discussed with both directors the expected results, ways to implement
the changes and implementation
timelines. All parties agreed to continue the reform efforts at an increased pace in order to increase
community policing to the required
parameters.

ats. These meetings were attended
by the heads of police commissariats and heads of public order sections.

In those meetings were addressed a
series of issues, such as the implementation of the two-shift system
for CPOs, the abolishment of the
night shifts, the adaption of PPOs
with the new duties, etc. The experts explained that it is of crucialimportance to have a more active
role of PPOs in the management of
the whole workflow when responding to calls on the site from command-and-control room, for emergency cases police is responsible
for. The Heads of both commissariats informed the experts about the
steps taken so far to implement the
changes foreseen by the GD Order
and the Internal Instruction of LPD
heads. They explained in detail
some of the changes implemented.
They see the necessity to bring
CPOs to their core tasks and to hold
Patrol Police responsible for emergency cases in all reachable areas
but the reality is, that currently all
manpower needs to be concentrated on security of tourists, search of
cannabis and dealing with conflicts
and emergency cases. Due to this
After these meetings, the SCPA fact he is only able to proceed with
team organized meetings at the all changes starting from SeptemLezha and Kukes police Commissari- ber .
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Meetings at the ASP HQ Department of Public Order and Safety
and the Academy of Security

During July 2021 (EMP) the SCPA Program Management Team organized a
number of meetings at the General Directorate of State Police and academy of
security.
In this context, PMT met the director of
the Department of Public Safety Mr. Neritan Nallbati, the director of Public Order Mr. Ylli Vasili, the Head of the Community Policing Sector Mr. Zef Laska and
specialists of the Directorate of Public
Order. The purpose of these meetings
was to inform and update the senior
management level in the ASP HQ with
the progress achieved so far in the LPDs
of the northern region, regarding the
implementation of changes in these LPDs
in accordance with the Order of the General Director No. 395, dt. 5/05/2021.
Also, PMT has used these meetings to
inform the above-mentioned interlocutors on the progress of activities carried
out in all 3 pillars of the program and the
grant scheme as well.
In the meeting with the director and
deputy director of the police college,
PMT discussed on the trainings that are
planned to be conducted in the following
period. Other topics of discusion was
curricula and training plans for Patrol
Police Officers, shift leaders and Command and Control sector. It was agreed
that the College will provide trainers in
support of training sessions.
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Evaluation visits in LPD Dibra and Shkodra

During July 2021, as part of the cycle of information and evaluation
meetings for the newly initiated
change process, a SCPA team held
working meetings in LPD Dibra and
Shkodra.
The visiting team consisted of the
PM team leader, the International
Police Advisor, the National Expert
and the Program Coordinator. The
first meetings took place in the
premises of LPD Shkodra and Dibra.
These meetings were followed by
dedicated meetings to the commissariats of Shkodra and Dibra. During
these activities, PMT, at first met
the LPDs’ heads. PMT had also a
first meeting with the newly appointed director of LPD Shkodra. In
these meetings were also present
the relevant deputy directors for
Public Safety who have the attributes of the Heads of the Change
Management Project Group. Heads
of public order sector and Command and Control Rooms took an
active part, too. The purpose of the
meetings was to evaluate the process of changes undertaken during
these last months in the commissariats that are part of the above LPDs.
Also, PMT participated in the regular meeting of the LPD Dibra Change
Management
Working
Group,
which was held in the premises of
the police commissariat of Mat

which took place on July 28, 2021.
In this meeting, in addition to WG
members, were also invited heads
of Police Posts.
The meeting was opened by the
head of the project WG, Mr. Gani
Zeneli, who gave a summary of the
progress of the process so far. During his speech, Mr. Zeneli focused
on two main topics. He firstly, explained that soon after the establishment of the WG, several
meetings were organized to inform
all heads of structures about their
tasks which were designed in the
project implementation plan. This
plan was delivered to the PWG in
due time. Secondly, he highlighted
the information campaign initiated
by the WG with all subordinated
structures. According to Mr. Zeneli,
the purpose of this campaign was
not only to inform them about future changes, but also to incite all
units for better acquiring and conceiving the newly approved job descriptions. Meeting continued with
a detailed analysis on all changes
that were carried out in each police
commissariat.
At the end of the meeting, Mr. Zeneli thanked all the structures for
the work and efforts to implement
the changes. He called on all managerial level to supervise the units
and closely monitor their work.
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Preparatory meeting on Safety in
Administrative Unit no.8 Tirana

On the 28th of June 2021, in the
premises of the municipality unit
no.8, the National Center for Community Services held the preparatory meeting to establish the Local
Council for Public Safety in the
frame of the project “Increase of
the efficiency to prevent violence
in the administrative unit no. 8 in
Tirana through the engagement of
the local institution, police and
community”.
There were present the administrator of Administrative Unit no.8,
the employee in chage of social
aspect, the community liaisons,
the community policing officer
who covers the project area,
teachers of the schools part of the
project and representatives of the
students’ council.
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Meeting of the Local Council for Public Safety of Pogradec Municipality.

On the 21st of July 2021, the grantee NGO “Unë, Gruaja” in the context of the Project “Police, Institutions and Civil Society- together for
Public Safety” in cooperation with
the Municipality of Pogradec organised meeting of the Local Council for Public Safety of Pogradec
municipality.
In the meeting there were present
representative from different local
institutions, civil society, religious
communities, business and media
etc. The meeting was chaired by

the deputy Mayor Ms. Entela and especially the youth on the
Gusho.
road traffic rules especially in cases
of heavy traffic during touristic seaIn the meeting quite a significant son, the use of police discretion to
focus was given to the reporting of not fine the drivers for very petty
the Head of Community Policing of offences, property conflicts etc.
Pogradec Commissariat Mr. Bledjan Liçkollari who covered the key The issues raised will be further
issues of concern for the communi- discussed and actions will be taken
ty of Pogradec and the positive to have a coordination among institutions to solve such issues and the
steps taken to enhance safety.
technical secretariat will be inThe participants voiced the safety volved and report in the next LCPS
issues as the lack of beach watch- meeting.
ers, the need to inform the public

Awareness activity on road safety with the children of the summer camp "Goga Basket

During the second week of July and
within the framework of cooperation
between the SCPA program, civil society organizations of cultural/sports
nature and the state police, a joint
road safety awareness event was organized with children of different ages
of the summer camp "Goga Basket”,
on care and safety as road users.

The activity, organized in the premises
of the summer camp "Goga Basket" in
Durrës was facilitated jointly by the
summer camp staff and the Youth
educator CPO of the Durrës police
commissariat.
LPD Durres Traffic Police officers were
invited, too.
Police officers explained to the children some of the rules of the road,
emphasizing that road safety is a common contribution of all road users.
They advised on the importance of
respecting safety measures and the
use of seat belts in the prevention of
accidents, on speed limits in traffic
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within urban areas, etc.
The children were then given information leaflets and other road safety
awareness materials.
#ShëndetiDheJetaJuajPrioritetiYnë.

